1175 Intermediate Flight Pre-requisite(s): AIRP 2250. Flight training which will provide the student with cross-country flight hours and experience necessary to fulfill Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) requirements in preparation for the Commercial Pilot certificate, Single Engine Land, Airplane Rating. (This course requires a minimum of 58 flight hours per the TCO from TSTC)

1215 Private Pilot Flight: Flight training which will prepare the student for the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Private Pilot certification process. The course includes both solo and dual (with instructor) flight training, including ground operations, flight maneuvers and cross-country navigation. (This course requires a minimum of 36.5 flight hours per the TCO from TSTC)

2151 Multiengine Flight Pre-requisite(s): Pre-requisite(s): AIRP 2239. Flight training for the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Multiengine class rating process. The course includes both solo and dual (with instructor) flight training, including ground operations, normal and emergency flight procedures and cross-country navigation. (This course requires a minimum of 10 flight hours per the TCO from TSTC)

2236 Certified Flight Instructor - Airplane Pre-requisite(s): AIRP 2239. Flight training which will prepare the student for the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Certified Flight Instructor-Airplane certification process. (This course requires a minimum of 25 flight hours per the TCO from TSTC)

2239 Commercial Flight Pre-requisite(s): AIRP 2250. Flight training for the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Commercial Pilot certification process. The course includes both solo and dual (with instructor) flight training preparing the student for mastery of all commercial pilot maneuvers. (This course requires a minimum of 62 flight hours per the TCO from TSTC)

2250 Instrument Flight Pre-requisite(s): AIRP 1215. Flight training for the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Instrument Rating certification process. The course includes both solo and dual (with instructor) flight training, including instrument procedures and cross-country navigation operating under Instrument Flight Rules (IFR). (This course requires a minimum of 35.5 flight hours per the TCO from TSTC)